Winter Weather Stimulates Interest in Snow Sports

Pam Helicen to Sponsor Dance Tomorrow Evening

All-Officers Team Picked for Annual Formal

Summer Term Admissions Announcement
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Rushing Season Opens Next Term

Social Period to Last Ten Days Rather Than Three Weeks As Last Year

Members of the classes of 1934 will have the comparatively dull and threadbare ending of their first term in common changed to a life of parties, dancing, and "bull sessions" lasting into the early hours of the morning, for the annual rushing season opens on the day after registration of the first term.

Second term rushing was instituted this university last year. It was changed from the old style of rush­ ing in the first part of the fall term. This was to make a higher grade of scholarship appeal P. M. until 7.00 A. M. with the exception of the 9.00 A. M. to 12.00 M. M. period when the members of the various sororities could look forward to a comparatively dull and grinding existence of their first term. Another argument used to start the winter term rushing was that during the first semester "open period" the meetings of the various fraternities and sororities could have the comparatively dull and grinding existence of their first term.

1932 Staff Rushes Work on Granite

Year Book More Accomplished Than Previous Annuals

Advertisements Solicited Mark Early for Freshmen to Be Taken—Annual Award

Work the senior librarian has prepared some fresh sections for the yearbook. It is expected that the new sections will be contained within the limits of the yearbook. The work of the senior librarian has been examined and it is expected that the new sections will be contained within the limits of the yearbook. The work of the senior librarian has been examined and it is expected that the new sections will be contained within the limits of the yearbook. The work of the senior librarian has been examined and it is expected that the new sections will be contained within the limits of the yearbook. The work of the senior librarian has been examined and it is expected that the new sections will be contained within the limits of the yearbook.
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HOCKEY CANDIDATES CALLED OUT MONDAY

Seven Gates Scheduled for 1930-31; Five Veterans Ahead in Line for Pre-Season Training

Coach Ernest Christiansen issued the first call for varsity hockey candidates Monday. The regular season, including seventeen games, is to begin the last week of October, and the varsity team will be completed by a try-out period to be held at the University of New Hampshire hockey rink in Durham.

The candidates will be tried out over a week's period in April in accordance with the rules of the University of New Hampshire, and the players are expected to be in condition to play in the first game of the season.

American Electrical Engineers Witness Electron “Flea Circus”

Epsilon Sigma Phi To Initiate Four

Extension Fraternity Has Fourteen Members

Daniel A. O'Brien, James Partridge, George L. Wason, and Raymond G. Burns of Woodsmoor to Be Initiated


Boston and Maine Transportation Co.
PORTSMOUTH DIVISION
Portsmouth, N.H.

Durham Shoe Repairing Co.
Shoe and Rubber Repairing


H. E. Marsh, commissary officer, had in charge the installation of the artificial light of the trolley car which was completed during the week and the installation of the new electric lights was started.


E. J. YORK
Leader of the Cadet Durham and Dover

Durham Coal Yard: Pose 304-923


BELL SYSTEM

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES

The Ideal Hotel for You

Hotel MANGER

At North Station

Recorded \(12.5, 5.0, 3.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.25 \) hours.

Greenwich, Conn.

By Appointment

Dairy Queen


6-ton reels of cable distributed with the speed of perishable food

A corridor of telephone poles laid down a thousand miles and wide away within 36 hours after getting the necessary cable. The work is fortunately handled by Western Electric, distributors for the Bell System.

Distribution on so vast a scale presents many interesting problems to Bell System men. The telephone poles are of course worked out mean much in keeping this industry in step with the times. The opportunity is there!
Foreign Nations Demand Apples from New Hampshire Orchards

New Neon Marker Protects Airmen

Novel Light Located at Pittsburgh University

Marked On Top of Forty Story Building for Towing Obstruction—

In an effort to combat the problem of towing obstructions, a neon obliterating light has been installed on top of the 40-story building in Pittsburgh University. The light is designed to mark the top of the building for easy identification by air traffic controllers. This new invention has been hailed as a significant improvement in aviation safety.

The University Dining Hall

CHRISTMAS IDEAS

May we suggest that your friend would like a Christmas gift of a Chilton foundation pen, a University song book, a Hendrick monogram pipe, seal jewelry, or stationery.

Don't forget to enjoy a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE